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The personal rewards of striving to be the best are even more meaningful in the development of young people than they are for automobiles. Instilling the
values of leadership, goal-setting, discipline and teamwork in youth is an investment in everyone’s future. It’s why Mercedes-Benz USA is collaborating with
the Laureus Sport for Good Foundation, with an ongoing commitment to train and place hundreds of coaches for after-school and in-school sports programs
in communities around the country. Sports offer kids more than the chance to be physically active and have fun. It’s also an opportunity to have a mentor who
can guide them, help them learn how to deal with major life issues, and help them grow stronger not just physically but in their character. As a Mercedes-Benz
driver, you become a part of this effort to give hundreds of thousands of kids a better life today, and all of us a brighter tomorrow. 	
Learn more about how Mercedes-Benz USA believes in giving back at MBUSA.com/community
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T H E 2 018 M E R C E D E S - M AY B A C H
The bellman remembers your name. It has

Extended benefits.

been nearly a year since you’ve stayed in

The last time you came here, you flew, even

this hotel, but as he opens your car door,

though it’s only a few hundred miles from

you know exactly why you’ve come back. It

home. And while you were seated in first

isn’t just the spaciousness and furnishings,

cabin, the remainder of your journey made

nor the location and view. It’s a feeling on

you long for the glamorous days of flying

arrival that you won’t be disappointed — in

portrayed in old photos and movies. The

fact, as far from that as one can get. You

final announcement on the plane — the one

glance back from the walkway as the bell-

where they say “We know you have a choice

man’s gloved hand gently guides the car’s

in airlines”— got you thinking. If you were

door to its latch. He not only knows you, he

to choose a mode of travel based purely on

knows your Mercedes-Maybach: He lets

enjoyment, elegance and easiness, where

the soft-close mechanism finish the task —

would you be seated on your next trip?

like it’s the bellman’s bellman. As he turns
toward the lobby with your bags, you share

You pictured yourself reclined in a leather-

a brief grin. Yours is for the way he earned

lined oasis while you relax with a movie, a

your trust. His is for knowing he has.

Extraordinary
furnishings, an
exceptional level of
handcraftsmanship,
and exclusive new
luxuries raise the
fine art of traveling
by automobile to a
new state of the art.

chilled beverage, and a hot stone massage.
There were no lines, no turbulence, and no
waiting for your luggage. It would be finer
than first class. It would be even more
special than the Mercedes-Benz S‑Class —
itself a pinnacle of luxurious travel, the
forefront of innovation, and a beacon of
inspiration for its entire industry. It would
lengthen the wheelbase of that iconic
sedan, and heighten its ability to satisfy
your every sense. It would be grander in
presence yet even finer in its details, with
exquisite materials, incomparably crafted.
It would be travel at your own pace. In your
own space. To your own standards. It can
be — it is — your own Mercedes-Maybach.
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2018 Mercedes-Maybach

K E Y F E AT U R E S
PERFORMANCE
Biturbo V8 or V12 power, adaptive or active
suspension, and available all-wheel drive
take to the road with confidence, composure
and the elegant grace of a true athlete.

>> Biturbo V8 (S 560), 9 speeds, 4matic® all‑wheel drive,
and self-leveling adaptive AIRMATIC® suspension
>> Handcrafted biturbo V12 (S 650), 7 speeds, rear-wheel
drive, and fully active MAGIC BODY CONTROL with
CURVE function and camera-based Road Surface Scan
>> DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes

DESIGN

>>19" or 20" cast-alloy or forged-alloy wheels*1

Artfully, aerodynamically sculpted sedans

>> Majestic double-bar grille, new chrome lower trim

heighten your comfort with their extended
length. Exquisite new details advance their
style while elevating their timeless appeal.

>> Elegant bodywork on a wheelbase lengthened by 8"
>> New Ultra Wide Beam LED headlamps, “stardust” LED
taillamps, and 64‑color LED ambient cabin lighting
>> Panorama roof, available with MAGIC SKY CONTROL®*

SAFETY

>> Radar-based Active Brake Assist collision mitigation

Groundbreaking safety advancements

>> PRE-SAFE® with hearing protection technology

watch the road and the driver. Active and
semi-autonomous systems add to your
comfort, confidence and driving enjoyment.

>> Pioneering safety suite standard, including Evasive
Steering Assist, Active Emergency Stop Assist, Active
Lane Change Assist, Congestion Emergency Braking,
Active Blind Spot and Lane Keeping Assists

LUXURY

>> Heated, ventilated and massaging front and rear seats

Exquisite accommodations offer expansive

>> Power Executive rear seats or twin individual lounges*

room, especially in the rear cabin. Innovative
luxuries and a choice of seat configurations
are tailored to suit you and to soothe you.

TECHNOLOGY
User-friendly innovations help keep you
connected, engaged and entertained.
Intuitive controls help you stay in command
of your car and in touch with your world.

*Optional or not available on some models. Please see back of brochure.

>> New Energizing Comfort Control with six rejuvenating
programs of sound, lighting, seating and climate comfort
>>4‑zone climate control with ionizer and aromatherapy
>> Rear-cabin refrigerator* and silver champagne flutes*

>> Dual 12.3" color screens for instruments and COMAND®
navigation system; Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto
>> Steering-wheel Touch Control Buttons, console touchpad
>> mbrace® featuring Mercedes me smartphone app with
Remote Start, in‑car Internet, and 4G LTE WiFi*2
>> Burmester® High-End 3D Surround Sound System
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Performance

ENVIABLE POSITION
For any true leader, being envied is neither

But reading the specs of your Mercedes-

the goal nor a benefit. Admiration can feel

Maybach can’t compare to feeling them,

rewarding. Emulation is an honor to earn.

and it’s engineered to be uniquely reward-

And while imitation can flatter, it’s far more

ing from any of its seating positions. From

gratifying to be an inspiration. But none of

the helm, eight or 12 twin-turbocharged

these are what motivate a leader to lead.

cylinders deliver a red-blooded rush in a

That comes entirely from within: the drive

cool-headed hush. From the spacious rear

to invent and reinvent, to create and rede-

cabin, the rigid body, supple chassis and

fine, to advance and enhance. For Wilhelm

advanced technology perform every move

Maybach, it was the drive to engineer the

with poise and precision. Passengers may

engine, and assist Gottlieb Daimler in the

admire the driver’s enthusiasm. The driver

creation of automobiles that would go on

is sure to notice the passengers’ bliss. But

to race and sell under the name Mercedes.

neither is likely to wish they could trade
places. That sense of envy is left to those

A history of making history.

in other cars — and those who make other

What began more than 130 years ago has

cars. For anyone who can turn admiration

only accelerated since. More than 100,000

into inspiration, someday they may get to

patents offer evidence. More important are

experience what you’re enjoying right now.

the number of breakthroughs that set new

Perhaps you’ll even lead them there.

standards for all cars upon their debut, and
through continual advancement — some for
decades — remain benchmarks today.
The Mercedes-Maybach is also an S‑Class.
Which means generations of firsts unify to
form a new state of the art. Consider its
agile yet supple suspension: It is 4‑wheel
independent (first innovated in the 1930s),
multilink (’80s), and either adaptive (’90s)
or fully active: The S 650’s camera-based
MAGIC BODY CONTROL® adds a new CURVE
function that can lean into corners like a
skier or cyclist. You’ll also find catalogs of
breakthroughs in the new biturbo V8 and
4matic® all-wheel drive of the S 560.
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The performance
legacy that a
Mercedes-Maybach
advances can be
summed up in two
ways: Unsurpassed
experience. And
an unsurpassed
experience for you.

Craftsmanship

UNDILUTED GRANDEUR
There was a time when one didn’t merely

of embroidered pillows for the rear cabin.

buy a luxury automobile. One would com-

Careful inspection will reveal that your

mission it, sending a bare chassis off to a

eyes are not the first to do so: Note, for

coachbuilder who would fabricate its body

example, how the stitches never touch the

and fashion its interior. A notable exception

tiny perforations that ventilate each seat.

was Germany’s Sindelfingen Coachworks.

Or how square button tufts embellish the

Here, the most highly skilled of Mercedes-

available designo semi-aniline leather.

Benz artisans painstakingly crafted cars
in-house that occupied the same echelon

While eight additional inches of wheelbase

in motoring society as other marques’ out-

extends rear-seat comfort appreciably, the

side body makers. Today, they may share

body is not merely stretched. Bespoke rear

the same museum floor or the lawn at a

doors and quarters flow with grace and

concours d’elegance. But unlike most of

grandeur, a fitting — and tailor-fit — tribute

those coachbuilders — and even many of

to the coachbuilders in its unique heritage.

the car brands — automobiles of the finest

It’s sculpted to carry itself with elegance,

order are still being crafted in Sindelfingen.

and to carry you with a sense of majesty.

On a grand scale, to the finest detail.
The time it takes to create your MercedesMaybach is evident on every surface, from
its brilliant chrome grille to the hand-polished wood encircling its cabin. Its ceiling,
door sills and sunvisors are tailored in fine
Nappa leather. Nappa leather also swaths
the seats, doors, armrests and dash trim —

What makes a
car tomorrow’s
classic starts with
how captivating
it is today.

with diamond-pattern stitching, plus a pair
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Luxury

U N D I V I D E D AT T E N T I O N
Of all the restaurants in town, this is your

Heading to dinner, “Pleasure” immersed

go‑to. Sure, it’s fun to check out new spots

you in upbeat music — including some from

and up-and-coming chefs. But this is the

your own phone — further enhanced by the

only place that always has something new,

ambient lighting, subtle aroma, and lower-

yet they also know exactly how you like it,

back massage. Later, as the evening draws

without making you spell it out every time.

to a close, “Warmth” will envelop you in

It’s the perfect balance of temptation and

cozy comfort — heating the seats, armrests,

satisfaction — with the only constant being

door trim and steering wheel, and setting a

that you always enjoy the experience.

tone of toasty ambiance in light and sound.

The way it makes you feel.

Tonight, a restaurateur and her team will

The ride home from dinner tonight will be

again send you home feeling not merely

very different from the ride in, but thanks

sated, but nourished to your soul. They’ll

to your Mercedes-Maybach, your journey

surely have earned their coveted star rating.

can ideally complement the destinations

And for the first time, your automobile will

they lead to. A new, first-of-its-kind system

deliver you to your door feeling not just

called Energizing Comfort Control focuses

satisfied, but nurtured. It, too, will earn

on your well-being like a dedicated team

the Star that stands proud atop its grille.

of attendants — and like never before. With

You may almost be tempted to leave a tip.

a simple menu selection, its six programs
aim to soothe, stimulate and satisfy your
senses with a 10‑minute ritual of targeted
comforts: Cabin air is purified and subtly
fragranced. The seats, cabin surfaces and
ambient lighting can be warmed or cooled
in temperature or hue. And from music to
massage, further elements join in to relax
you or rejuvenate you in body and spirit.
Selecting “Refresh” as you left the office,
the ventilated seats seemed to draw away
the day’s stress. Cabin air was cooled and
cleansed — ionized by an electric charge. It
brought to mind the freshness that’s in the
atmosphere after a summer thunderstorm.
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Industry-leading
indulgence: A symphony
of air, aromatherapy,
ambient lighting,
massage and music can
refresh your senses and
relax your body.

Extraordinary
measures

Nothing overlooked.

fast finesse to changing loads, challenging

Nothing overstated.

A Mercedes-Maybach sedan extends the

roads and driver-selected modes, thanks

Polished chrome accents highlight a new

pleasures of motoring to new dimensions.

to computer-controlled air springs. With

front apron and underscore a grand double-

Its basis is a car that has set the standard

463 hp, 516 lb‑ft of torque, and a smooth

bar grille. Redesigned LED headlamps dis-

for all automobiles for generations, but it’s

new 9G‑TRONIC 9‑speed transmission, it

play distinctive triple-band running lamps

no mere stretch of the iconic S‑Class. Far

can whisk you to 60 mph in 4.8 seconds4 —

by day. By night, their new Ultra Wide Beam

more important than its added length are

to make merges seamless, and the acqui-

technology reveals more of the road, while

the lengths it goes to satisfy your comfort

sition of cruising speed feel effortless.

the new taillamps glisten with a “stardust”

and yet be a joy to drive. The spaciousness
of its accommodations is outmeasured by

effect. And whether parked or in motion,
In the new S 650, a handcrafted biturbo V12

its wheels match presence with poised

how accommodating it is, from seats that

matches sublime smoothness with extra

performance. A sizable 20", they’re avail-

support and soothe to technology that can

ordinary strength. Sending peak output of

able in a variety of styles that includes two

adapt to and even anticipate your needs.

621 hp and 738 lb‑ft of torque to its rear

exclusive forged-alloy wheels.1 If your road

And while its majestic design and meticu-

wheels, it can reach 60 mph in 4.6 seconds.

conditions demand a more complaisant

lous detailing are distinctive, it’s also one

Fully active MAGIC BODY CONTROL uses a

tire specification, 19" wheels are available

of the most distinguished ways to travel.

camera to scan ahead, to sense bumps and

as well. The promise a Mercedes-Maybach

®

dips before you feel them. Its advanced

makes with its styling, it upholds with its

hydraulics can actively generate forces to

substance: A powerful sense of grace born

The 2018 Mercedes-Maybach portfolio lets

help counteract the effects of the road

equally from athleticism and aesthetics.

you choose from two powertrains to suit

surface on ride and handling. And a new

Nothing underachieved.

your driving needs, and then outfits both

CURVE feature can lean into corners much

of them to the same exquisite standard.

like a slalom skier does, to help maintain

The new S 560 4matic Sedan teams a 4.0L

your comfort even on winding roads. Quite

biturbo V8 with the added year-round

likely the most advanced suspension in

3

confidence of permanent all-wheel drive.

production, the dramatic moves it makes

Its AIRMATIC® suspension responds with

at each wheel aim to keep the car’s body
steady — and more importantly, to keep your
body at rest and feeling at ease.

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.

A Mercedes-Maybach
carries itself as
elegantly as it carries
its passengers. It’s
not merely stretched
but artfully, and
aerodynamically,
sculpted to command
the eye as well as
the road.
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Extraordinary measures

Whether you’re its pilot or a passenger, a Mercedes-Maybach
raises first-class travel to new heights without leaving the ground.
Crafted for comfort.

Appointed for ambiance.

screens and wireless remotes for individ-

Whether you’re driving or being driven, a

Powerful yet quiet 4‑zone climate control

ual control of viewing and comfort options.

Mercedes-Maybach is designed to elevate

is augmented by an ionizing purifier and

Standard COMAND® includes navigation6

your experience. Its front seats are heated

an atomizer that can subtly diffuse any of

with live traffic, and integrates Apple Car-

and ventilated. Their support is precisely

six fragrances, pleasing your senses with-

Play™ and Android Auto.7 Wireless charging

and easily adjustable via visual on-screen

out lingering on surfaces. New 64‑color

for compatible phones8 is available in the

menus, from your shoulders down to your

LED ambient lighting offers multiple zones,

front and rear cabins. And voice control

thighs. In corners, they can actively boost

dual-color themes, or gently changing hues

can learn how you talk, and operate a vari-

your side support. The menu of massages

that tie in with Energizing Comfort Control.

ety of entertainment and comfort features.

might outdo your favorite spa, from sooth-

You can welcome in the sun and stars via

ing “hot stone” treatments to invigoration

the Panorama roof, or keep harsh rays and

Engineered to ease your way.

of your muscles on a long journey. And in

prying eyes at bay with power sunshades

A pioneering network of standard cameras,

addition to the steering wheel, all the arm-

overhead, behind you, and in the rear-cabin

multirange radar and other sensors can

rests and door trim can be warmed, too.

side windows. And by embedding electro

watch the road ahead and all around, to

magnetic particles into the glass of the

help make driving safer and easier. Its sys-

Virtually all of these benefits are afforded

Panorama roof, the available MAGIC SKY

tems include: Active Distance Assist DIS-

to the rear cabin as well — whether the

CONTROL lets you darken it electrically.

TRONIC® cruise control and Active Steering

®

outboard positions of the standard 3‑pas-

Assist,9 Active Blind Spot10 and Lane Keep-

senger configuration or the available twin

From Germany’s renowned handcrafter of

ing11 Assists, Cross-traffic and pedestrian

Executive seats. Both seating setups also

fine home audio, the Burmester High-End

detection,12 and Night View Assist PLUS.13

provide power calf rests and up to 43° of

3D Surround Sound System’s 1,190‑watt

New enhancements include Route-based

recline on both sides. The right passenger

amp mixes analog and digital signals for

Speed Adaptation that taps into GPS data

®

also enjoys a power footrest, plus controls

natural sound in any musical genre. Its

to enhance DISTRONIC cruise control, plus

on the door to power-adjust the right front

26 speakers include rotating illuminated

one-touch Active Lane Change Assist,14

seat for even greater legroom when there

tweeters, surround-sound speakers in the

Active Speed Limit Assist,15 Evasive Steer-

is no front passenger present. Dividing

ceiling, and a trunk-mounted subwoofer

ing Assist,16 and Congestion Emergency

the twin Executive seats, a wood-trimmed

with its own 400‑watt amp. The Rear Seat

Braking.12 In all, it’s the state of the art in

console conceals heated and cooled cup-

Entertainment system includes a pair of flat

staying ahead of delay and above the fray.

holders and a pair of sleek aluminum and
leather-trimmed fold-out writing tables.
A refrigerated compartment5 can be provided behind the center armrest, as can a
set of magnetic-base champagne flutes by
renowned silversmiths Robbe & Berking.®
Exclusive Nappa leather is fitted by hand to
the seats, ceiling, dash, and virtually every
cabin surface that’s not already trimmed
in wood or satin aluminum, nor occupied by a functional feature. Even more
exquisitely crafted designo semi-aniline
leather is available in diamond-quilted Silk
Beige with any of three contrasting color
accents and a pair of matching lap pillows.
Your options in hand-polished wood trim
include the classical warmth of Light Burl
Walnut, dramatic Black Poplar, and Black

Hand-finished wood
and hand-fitted leather
let you ride in timeless
luxury. Groundbreaking
technology drives the
automobile into a new
age of motoring.

Piano Lacquer with or without blonde pinstripes in a “Flowing Lines” pattern.
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Please see endnotes at back of brochure.

2018 Mercedes-Maybach

Build your own
Specifications

MBUSA.com/maybach

Mercedes-Maybach S 560 4matic Sedan

Mercedes-Maybach S 650 Sedan

Dimensions

Mercedes-Maybach S 560 4matic Sedan

Mercedes-Maybach S 650 Sedan

4.0L V8 biturbo with Direct Injection
463 hp @ 5,250–6,000 rpm
516 lb‑ft @ 2,000–4,000 rpm

Handcrafted 6.0L V12 biturbo
621 hp @ 4,800–5,400 rpm
738 lb‑ft @ 2,300–4,300 rpm

Wheelbase
Overall length

132.5"
215.0"

132.5"
215.0"

Automatic transmission

9G-TRONIC 9-speed with shift paddles

7G-TRONIC 7-speed with shift paddles

Overall height
Overall width

59.0"
83.9"

59.0"
83.9"

Acceleration, 0–60 mph4

5.8 sec

4.6 sec

Curb weight

5,181 lbs

5,324 lbs

Wheels1

Staggered-width 20" multispoke with all‑season Extended Mobility tires

Staggered-width 20" multispoke with all‑season Extended Mobility tires

Suspension

4‑wheel multilink with self-leveling AIRMATIC®

4‑wheel multilink based on MAGIC BODY CONTROL® with CURVE function

Drivetrain

4matic® all-wheel drive

Rear-wheel drive

Headroom
Legroom
Shoulder room

37.9" / 37.9"
41.4" / 40.0"
59.7" / 58.7"

37.9" / 37.9"
41.4" / 40.0"
59.7" / 58.7"

12.3 cu ft

12.3 cu ft

Engine

Type
Power
Torque

w/mirrors
front — rear
front — rear
front — rear

Cargo capacity

DYNAMIC SELECT
ECO Start/Stop system
—

Torque Vectoring Brake
4matic all-wheel drive

Safety and security
Active Brake Assist forward collision mitigation17
ATTENTION ASSIST®
Car‑to‑X Communication18
PRE-SAFE®
PRE-SAFE Sound hearing protection technology19
Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)
Crosswind Assist
Adaptive braking technology: Predictive Brake Priming,
Automatic Brake Drying, Hill-Start Assist, and brake HOLD feature
Emergency-sensing Brake Assist (BAS®)
Advanced Tire Pressure Monitoring System
Surround View System
Active Parking Assist with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert21
Night View Assist PLUS13

Comfort and convenience
Power front seats with memory
Heated and ventilated front seats with rapid-heating feature
Active multicontour front seats with “hot stone” massage
Heated front armrests and upper door trim
3-passenger rear seating
Power outboard rear seats with memory and power calf rests
Executive right-rear seat with power footrest, plus power controls for
right-front seat, with 3" additional fore–aft movement
Heated and ventilated rear seats with rapid-heating feature
Active multicontour rear seats with “hot stone” massage
Heated rear armrests and upper door trim
Power tilt/telescoping steering column
Multifunction steering wheel with Touch Control Buttons
3‑spoke heated wood/leather steering wheel
designo Nappa leather headliner, plus Nappa leather door, dash and pillar trim
Power glass Panorama roof with sliding interior sunshade
Power rear-window sunshade
Power rear-side window sunshades
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Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC, Active Steering Assist
Active Lane Change Assist, Automatic Speed Takeover
Active Brake Assist with Cross-Traffic Function
Active Speed Limit Assist, Route-based Speed Adaptation
Evasive Steering Assist
Congestion Emergency Braking, Active Emergency Stop Assist
Active Lane Keeping Assist, Active Blind Spot Assist
PRE-SAFE PLUS22
Extended Restart by Stop and Go
9 air bags
Outboard rear-seat Beltbags® with PRE-SAFE seat-belt buckles23, 24
Cushionbag® rear-seat-integrated air bags24
LED Daytime Running Lamps and taillamps
Intelligent Light System with Ultra Wide Beam LED headlamps
Adaptive Highbeam Assist
SmartKey remote locking with KEYLESS‑START
KEYLESS-GO® with HANDS-FREE ACCESS
Soft-close doors
Electronic trunk closer
Antitheft alarm system with remote panic feature
Integrated garage-door opener
Rain-sensing windshield wipers
MAGIC VISION CONTROL® heated wiper/washer system

4‑zone automatic climate control
64-color/multizone LED ambient lighting
Illuminated front door sills
Air Balance cabin-air purification and fragrance systems
Energizing Comfort Control
Heated power side mirrors with power fold-in
Auto-dimming driver-side and inside rearview mirrors

S 650

S 560

S 650

Performance and efficiency

S 560

S 650

S 560

K E Y S TA N D A R D F E AT U R E S

Option Package
Executive Rear Seat Package PLUS
• 4-place seating with dual power rear seats and center console
• Folding tables for rear seats
• Heated and cooled rear cupholders

Individual Options
MAGIC SKY CONTROL®
Burmester Surround Sound System Credit option, increases trunk capacity
Rear-cabin wireless charging 8
Refrigerator box for rear cabin 5
Handcrafted silver champagne flutes by Robbe & Berking
19" multispoke wheels1
20" multispoke wheels1
20" triple 5-spoke wheels1
20" forged multispoke wheels1
20" Maybach Exclusive forged wheels1 Two designs available
Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery
designo Exclusive semi-aniline leather upholstery
Black Poplar wood trim
Light Burl Walnut wood trim
designo Black Piano Lacquer wood trim
designo Black Piano Lacquer “Flowing Lines” wood trim
Metallic paintwork
designo paintwork

Entertainment and navigation
Dual 12.3" reconfigurable high-resolution color screens
COMAND® system with console-mounted touchpad/rotary controller
COMAND hard-drive navigation,6 voice control with learning feature
3 years of no-charge navigation map updates
3 years of live traffic service provided by TomTom®
Head-Up Display25
Burmester ® High-End 3D Surround Sound System
FrontBass® system
HD Radio® receiver
Rear Seat Entertainment System
Bluetooth® audio streaming, hands-free Bluetooth interface
Dual USB ports, SD card reader
SiriusXM Radio with 6-month All Access trial 26
Smartphone Integration with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto7
Inductive wireless charging (in front cabin) with NFC pairing 8
5 years of Mercedes-Benz mbrace® Connect services2

Standard  

Optional  

No-charge option   — Not available

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
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Upholstery

Paintwork

Exclusive Nappa leather

designo Exclusive semi-aniline leather

Ruby Black metallic

Magnetite Black metallic

Anthracite Blue metallic

Lunar Blue metallic

Emerald Green metallic

Obsidian Black metallic

Selenite Grey metallic

Diamond Silver metallic

Iridium Silver metallic

designo Diamond White
metallic

designo Mocha Black
metallic

designo Allanite Grey
Magno (matte)

designo Cashmere White
Magno (matte)

All models

All models

Upholstery colors
Black

Nut Brown/Black

Silk Beige/
Espresso Brown

Porcelain/Black

Magma Grey/
Espresso Brown

Exclusive Nappa leather

Exclusive Nappa leather

Exclusive Nappa leather

Exclusive Nappa leather

Exclusive Nappa leather

Mahogany/
Silk Beige

Silk Beige/
Deep Sea Blue

Silk Beige/
Titanium Grey Pearl

Silk Beige/
Satin Red Pearl

Exclusive Nappa leather

designo Exclusive
semi-aniline leather

designo Exclusive
semi-aniline leather

designo Exclusive
semi-aniline leather

Trim
Black Poplar wood

Black

Wheels

20" multispoke
S 560, S 650

Light Burl Walnut wood

designo Black Piano Lacquer wood

19" multispoke
S 560, S 650

20" triple 5 - spoke
S 560, S 650

designo Black Piano Lacquer
“Flowing Lines” wood

20" forged multispoke
S 560, S 650

Standard  

Optional  

No-charge option

20" Maybach Exclusive forged
S 560, S 650

20" Maybach Exclusive forged
S 560, S 650
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The Vision Mercedes-Maybach 6 Cabriolet:
Heritage charges toward tomorrow.
A vision of the future debuts at the world’s most prestigious classic car event.
The annual Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance gathers some of the most significant and
celebrated automobiles in history. And while many are one of a kind, their common link is
that each was once boldly ahead of its time. The Vision Mercedes-Maybach 6 concept is
both a tribute to the handcrafted cabriolets of the past, and a sensual, emotional preview
of the future. Riding on 24" wheels, it wraps a body nearly 20 feet long around a 750‑hp
all-electric powertrain and a truly haute couture cabin in crystal white Nappa leather.

Mercedes me makes it easy to stay connected to your
car — and to your life. It can make any trip easier,
more enjoyable, or more entertaining. And it’ll bring
you a world of rewards for being part of the family.
Get started at MBUSA.com/mercedesme

Maybach Accessories

YO U R W O R L D I S R I G H T AT YO U R F I N G E R T I P S

From connection to inspiration.

The power of a tap, or your voice.

Driving a Mercedes - Benz opens up a world

Mercedes me lets you remote-start your

of special benefits. The Mercedes me app

car from your iPhone® or Android ® phone,

on your smartphone teams with five years

plus lock, locate and monitor it via your

of mbrace® Connect services — standard.2

phone, Google Home or Amazon® Alexa.

Together they can keep you in touch with

You can also send a destination directly

your car, let you remote- control numerous

to its navigation system, get more from its

features, and offer you easy access to your

features with helpful how‑to videos, and

dealer, Mercedes -Benz Financial account,

book a service appointment. You’ll enjoy

or even special events and benefits geared

perks at luxury resorts, and get the scoop

exclusively to Mercedes -Benz owners.

on sponsored events. You might even find
inspiration for some new adventures.
A range of benefits, to better fit you.
From your smartphone and laptop to your
real world, you can tailor Mercedes me and
mbrace to fit the way you drive, and the way
you live. The standard Connect package
also puts apps like a gas station finder in
your car’s dash. Three additional packages
can heighten your family’s peace of mind,
place a team of expert concierges at your
service, or entertain everyone in your car
with online music apps and onboard WiFi.

connect
From the app: A direct interface with
your vehicle includes Remote Start,
lock/unlock, sound horn/flash lights,
Valet Protect, Curfew Minder, and more.
Send2Benz™ can upload a destination
directly to the car’s navigation system.
From the web: Manage your account,
learn about mbrace features, and more.
assist
From the app: Connect with your dealer,
speak to a Product Concierge, schedule
service, view How-to Videos and vehicle
manuals, summon Roadside Assistance.
From the web: Learn about your vehicle
features from a Product Concierge or
by viewing How‑to Videos. Read up on
maintenance and warranty information.
finance
From the app or the web: View a
snapshot of your Mercedes-Benz
Financial Services account. Explore
special offers for MBFS customers.
inspire
From the app or the web: Enrich your
Mercedes-Benz experience with special
perks and exclusive offers from Partner
Resorts. Discover new adventures from
Featured Road Trips. And find out about
Sponsored Events, and how to attend.

Icons of luxury, for the road well-traveled.
Engineer and motoring pioneer Wilhelm Maybach followed a simple maxim in his work: “To create the very best from the very best.” It’s
evident today in the automobiles that bear his name, and in luxury accessories handcrafted in Germany to complement them in style,
quality and brilliant functionality. The Traveller and Voyager bags are elegantly designed to accompany you on any journey, or even to the
tennis court or gym. Exquisite vegetable-tanned calfskin is discreetly reinforced from within to enhance strength, while generous and
thoughtfully designed compartments make them as versatile as they are beautiful. To learn more, see your Mercedes- Maybach dealer.

ENDNOTES
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Item is optional or not available on some models. See Packages and Options listing in this
brochure or visit MBUSA.com for more information.
Lower-aspect-ratio tires and accompanying wheels provide substantially increased treadwear,
increased tire noise and reduced ride comfort. Serious wheel and tire damage may occur if
the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or upon encountering road debris
or obstacles. These tires are not designed for use on snow and ice. Winter tires mounted on
appropriately sized and approved wheels are recommended for driving in those conditions.
Models with Extended Mobility tires are not provided with a spare tire.
Mercedes me and Mercedes-Benz mbrace® services operate only where cellular and GPS
satellite signals are available, which are provided by third parties and not within the control
of Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC. Five years of the mbrace Connect package are included with
new-vehicle sales and leases at an authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer. Subscriber Agreement is
required for service to be active. Secure, Concierge and Entertain services require acceptance
of the complimentary mbrace Connect services, and paid subscriptions after their trial periods.
Some services are only available on select vehicles. Your PIN is required to use certain services.
WiFi and streaming apps require an mbrace Entertain subscription. Connection may be limited
by cellular signal. Apps may be introduced, updated or deleted at varying dates, and may also
require a vehicle software update. Some services may be limited or restricted in some areas.
Driver is responsible for complying with traffic and other laws. Mobile app is compatible with
Apple iPhone® models running iOS 7.0 or later, and Android-based phones running OS 2.3 or
later. See your dealer or MBUSA.com/mercedesme for details.
No system, regardless of how advanced, can overcome the laws of physics or correct careless
driving. Please always wear your seat belt. Performance is limited by available traction, which
snow, ice and other conditions can affect. Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions.
Best performance in snow is obtained with winter tires.
Stated rates of acceleration are estimated based upon manufacturer’s track results and may
vary depending on model, environmental and road surface conditions, driving style, elevation
and vehicle load.
Available refrigerator box may reduce trunk space, but is removable.
While the navigation system provides directional assistance, the driver must remain focused on
safe driving behavior, including paying attention to traffic and street signs. The driver should
utilize the system’s audio cues while driving and should only consult the map or visual displays

once the vehicle has been stopped in a safe place. Maps do not cover all areas or all routes
within an area. Online features require a subscription and one or more mbrace Packages.
Apple CarPlay™ is a product of Apple Inc. Android Auto is a product of Google Inc. Device and
app providers’ terms and privacy statements apply. Requires connected compatible device and
data plan. Apps, content and features are selected solely by their providers. Connection to apps
and streaming services may be limited by the device’s network connection. Data usage is routed
through device and subject to fees, charges and restrictions in user’s wireless plan. Vehicle’s
factory audio/information interface, including COMAND® navigation and the apps of Mercedes Benz mbrace,® may not be used simultaneously with Apple CarPlay or Android Auto. When Apple
CarPlay or Android Auto is in use, the steering-wheel voice control button accesses Siri® or
Google voice recognition software for voice commands.
8 Wireless charging available only for devices with compatible technology and size. See
Operator’s Manual for more information. Devices sold separately.
9 Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC is no substitute for active driving involvement. It does not
adapt cruising speed in response to stationary objects, nor does it predict the curvature and
lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of vehicles ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility
at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the steering, braking
and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to
wait for the system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance
to brake safely. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper brake maintenance, and tire
and road conditions. See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional
information and warnings.
10 Active Blind Spot Assist may not be sufficient to avoid all accidents involving vehicles in your
blind spot and does not estimate the speed of approaching vehicles. It must not be used as a
substitute for driver awareness and checking of surrounding traffic conditions. See Operator’s
Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional information and warnings.
11 Driving while drowsy or distracted is dangerous and must be avoided. ATTENTION ASSIST® is a
warning system only. ATTENTION ASSIST and Active Lane Keeping Assist may be insufficient to
alert a fatigued or distracted driver of lane drift and cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or
serious injury. See Operator’s Manual for system operating speeds and additional information
and warnings.
7

12 Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford
sufficient time and distance to brake safely. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper
brake maintenance, and tire and road conditions. See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating
speeds and additional information and warnings.
13 Night View Assist PLUS does not replace the use of headlamps and must not be used as the
primary visual source for the driver. System is designed not to flash detected animals, as their
reactions are unpredictable.
14 Active Lane Change Assist is no substitute for active driving involvement. It estimates but
does not predict the curvature and lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of vehicles
ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions,
and to provide the driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. System may not
detect some objects, obstacles or vehicles in the area into which the vehicle would move. See
Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional information and warnings.
15 Systems are not substitutes for driver awareness to posted speed limits and other conditions.
Driver is responsible for safely operating vehicle in accordance with local traffic laws and
driving conditions.
16 No system, regardless of how advanced, can overcome the laws of physics or correct careless
driving. Please always wear your seat belt. Driver’s deliberate steering inputs are required to
initiate the system’s action, and can override its intervention at any time. See Operator’s Manual
for system’s operating speeds and additional information and warnings.
17 Active Brake Assist may not be sufficient to avoid an accident. It does not react to certain stationary
or suddenly moving objects or pedestrians, may not react in certain situations where objects
cannot be clearly identified, nor does it recognize or predict the curvature and/or lane layout of
the road or every movement of vehicles and pedestrians ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility at all
times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the steering, braking and other
driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the
system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely.
See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional information and warnings.
18 Car-to -X services operate only where cellular and Global Positioning System satellite signals
are available, which are provided by third parties and not within the control of Mercedes-Benz
USA, LLC. Five years of the service are included, starting on the original retail sale or lease date
from an authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer. System cannot detect and/or report every road
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hazard, and its effectiveness depends on the presence of other vehicles equipped with Car-to -X
Communication. It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road
conditions, and to provide the steering, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain
control of the vehicle.
Audio/multimedia system must be turned on for system to operate.
Rearview camera and Surround View System do not audibly notify driver of nearby objects and
are not substitutes for actively checking around the vehicle for any obstacles or people. Images
displayed may be limited by camera field of view, weather, lighting conditions and the presence of
dirt, ice or snow on the cameras.
Active Parking Assist is not a substitute for driver attention to the immediate surroundings, as well
as people, animals or vehicles in or approaching the vehicle’s maneuvering range. System cannot
determine if a space is legally available or of a suitable surface for parking. See Operator’s Manual for
additional information, tips and warnings. Rear Cross-Traffic Alert is not a substitute for actively
checking around the vehicle for any obstacles or people. It may not detect certain objects based
on their size, path, proximity or speed and angle of approach, or due to sensor obstruction, and
does not control steering angle. See Operator’s Manual for additional information, tips and warnings.
PRE‑SAFE PLUS cannot prevent a collision, and does not alert the driver of an impending
collision or system activation. It does not intervene if vehicle is backing up, and does not apply
the brakes if the driver is accelerating or Active Parking Assist is operating.
Excluded with Magma Grey/Espresso Brown and Mahogany/Silk Beige upholsteries
SEE OPERATOR’S MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL WARNINGS AND INFORMATION ON AIR BAGS,
SEAT BELTS AND CHILD SEATS. Always use LATCH or ISOFIX to fasten a child seat in a vehicle
with an Integrated Restraint System. For vehicles equipped with the optional rear-cabin air bags,
only use a Mercedes-Benz approved booster seat. Never use an air bag-equipped seat belt to
fasten a front- or rear-facing child seat or a non-approved booster seat.
Head-Up Display may not be visible with certain eyewear, including polarized glasses.
The purchase of a new, satellite radio-enabled vehicle includes a 6‑month introductory
subscription to the Sirius All Access package. If you decide to continue your subscription after
your trial, the plan you choose will automatically renew and you will be charged according to
your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel you must
call SiriusXM at 1‑866‑635 ‑2349. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at
siriusxm.com. All fees and programming subject to change.

